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The AGV Alternative For Manufacturing, Assembly, and Distribution Operations

SI Systems’ low-profile, in-floor towline conveyor system, Lo-Tow, is the superior AGV 

alternative and can be installed in new or existing buildings. Using a powered chain 

recessed into an in-floor track, carts with loads as heavy as 80,000+ lbs. are pulled 

effortlessly between destinations.

Sometimes referred to as a “towveyor” or a “drag chain system,” the Lo-Tow conveyor has 

a variety of options to meet the needs of your facility. Carts, providing four-sided access to 

materials, may be equipped with RF identification and can range from simple wheeled dollies 

to mobile egonomic workstations with lift, lower, and rotate capabilities. Accumulation 

bumpers and cart stops are available for non-synchronous operations while switching and 

merging components allow carts to divert into spurs or move efficiently from one loop to 

another via PLC-based control systems.

The logical choice over other material handling transport systems, Lo-Tow system is used in 

manufacturing, assembly, government, and military facilities throughout the world. Distribution 

centers have used specially designed roller deck carts for AS/RS pick-up/delivery stations 

and on-the-fly pallet off-loading. Simple and easy to maintain, SI Systems’ towlines present a 

low cost initial investment, require little maintenance to operate once installed, and provide a 

useful system life far greater than alternative technologies. Durable and dependable, many of 

these systems remain in operation more than 40 years after installation.

Capabilities Specifications

Maximum product weight 80,000 + lbs. per cart

System
Configuration

Single or multi-loop, loop-to-loop transfers, 
powered and non-powered spurs, precision 
and non-precision stops, single or multi-floor 

via ramps or elevators

Standard speeds 1” per minute to 90 FPM

Optimal Stopping Repeatability +/- 1/2” at towpin without external assistance
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Operation

SI Systems’ towline uses a low profile track recessed into 

the floor with a powered chain. Carts of any size or design 

are pulled by the chain between destinations or stations. 

Switching and merging components allow carts to 

automatically divert into spurs or move efficiently between 

towline loops. Cart programming can be accomplished 

automatically by using RF ID tags, bar code labels and 

computer tracking systems to direct each cart to its 

assigned destination.

Intelligent Towline

To meet the information management needs of today’s material transport systems, 

SI Systems has developed advanced towline control capabilities. State-of-the-art PLC 

hardware, coupled with easy to use menu driven software, can incorporate real time cart 

management throughout the towline system. This can be used to manage the work flow 

between work stations or to direct carts to areas for work piece delivery, pick-up, or storage. 

When combined with bar code labeling of a work piece and RFID cart, the SI Information 

Management System (SIIMS) can accomplish inventory management, WIP tracking,

computer interfacing with other integrated material handling systems, and provides complete 

system diagnostics.

Plant Logistics

The Lo-Tow conveyor is used to interface with all types of manufacturing equipment, 

operations, and work cells. Lo-Tow systems are used to solve difficult production logistic 

problems in a wide variety of assembly and manufacturing applications from light duty 

furniture manufacturing of 200 lb. loads up to heavy duty truck or farm tractor assembly of 

80,000+ lbs. Towline systems can be used to link an entire plant moving raw materials from 

receiving to storage to process assembly areas to finished storage or shipping.



 Progressive Assembly

Many of today’s production facilities require the 

flexibility of progressive assembly either in the form 

of a cycle indexing system or slow speed continuos 

movement. Lo-Tow systems are ideally suited for 

either application. Indexing systems can be designed 

to automatically index from work station to work

station on a predetermined, trigger (programmable 

PLC timer, operator input, etc.) programmable time. 

Manual overrides can be incorporated which prevent 

indexing on an exception basis. Progressive 

assembly can also be accomplished on continuous moving, slow speed systems where the 

Lo-Tow conveyor can move as slow as 1 inch per minute, with variable speed capability or

have an indexing speed between stations of up to 90 FPM.

Interface Capabilities

Lo-Tow towline systems can incorporate devices needed to interface with machine tools 

and automated or manual work stations. In addition, towline systems can be integrated 

with other material handling systems such as conveyors or automated storage and retrieval 

systems (AS/RS).

Carts for All Purposes

Carts can be custom designed to meet special needs or

functions. For example, carts can contain elevated decks 

which present product at ergonomically friendly heights that 

can be used as a workbench. Rotatable decks or built-in 

lift/lower tables can rotate or raise or lower product making 

assembly tasks easier. Shelves or other devices can be 

added to carry assembly parts or tools as the cart moves 

from workstation to workstation.
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Rejuvenation & Retrofit Program

Because the towline continues to be one of SI Systems’ core businesses, we specialize in 

expanding, modifying, replacing, or retrofitting towline systems originally installed by other 

companies. The following outlines several reconditioning services SI Systems’ Rejuvenation 

& Retrofit program offers:

Track-Gap™ Jamless Solution

Track-Gap utilizes chain guards and a channel void to help keep contaminants

such as fasteners, wood, scraps and other items from engaging with the

chain, which leads to jamming, damage and costly downtime.
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v   Replace worn towline chain

v   Rebuild or replace worn track sections

v   Rebuild or replace worn drive units

v   Rebuild or replace worn horizontal 

 and/or vertical turns

v   Install new loop-to-loop transfers

v   Upgrade system controls to state-of-

 the-art PLC technology

v   Replace motor starters with current 

 Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) 

 controllers

v   Apply load sharing technology to multi- 

 drive systems

v   Refresh rutted wheel path with epoxy 

 materials

v   Upgrade safety circuits to current 

 standards and codes

v   Improve operator interfaces to reduce 

 workplace injuries

v   Implement Andon displays and 

 reporting aids

v   Rebuild or replace damaged carts
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As the demand for material flow solutions continually grows, we are dedicated to 

supplying the industry with quality hardware and systems that boosts productivity, 

increases efficiencies and reduces costs. SI Systems leverages its decades of 

experience with the latest engineering, manufacturing and project management tools 

and techniques to exceed our customers expectations... today... and tomorrow!

All Lo-Tow towline systems come with uniquely engineered and time-tested features 

designed to virtually eliminate jams and downtime while providing a superior Return 

on Investment (ROI) and Internal Rate of Return (IRR). SI Systems provides a 

Rejuvenation and Refurbishing program for ALL towline systems (new or old) to 

help organizations maximize their towline investment. 
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